Youth vs. the oligarchy

In Colombia, the capitalistic liberal economic model has spread widely as the liberal-conservative split. In both parties the new generation is rising and it is the methods and details that cause the arguments. Yet a small difference in opinion on a major program can derail it entirely.

In the end it is an old story, the problem of turning words into accomplishment—and at the same time, dealing with diverse quirks, jealousies, opinions, and prejudices.

This is Leon Varela's problem. He is in an imperative offensive, but now he will have to do a lot more than talk. Colombia has made much more in the past four years, and Alberto Lleras Camargo is new Alliance, because they are in the same camp, and the reason why Bogota is expressing every optimism, and he is quite unlike the opposition.

In the Senate the coalition has undoubtedlyocopied—. With several elections still being considered the administration's plan is to spend at least 110 of 182 seats.
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